Interfacial behaviours between lithium ion conductors and electrode materials in various battery systems
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In recent years room temperature Li⁺ ion conductors have been intensively revisited in an attempt to develop solid state batteries that can be deployed for vehicle electrification. Through careful modification on materials synthesis, promising solid Li⁺ conductors with competitive ionic conductivity to those of liquid electrolytes have been demonstrated. However, the integration of highly conductive solid electrolytes into the whole system is still very challenging mainly due to the high impedance existing at different interfaces throughout the battery structure. Herein, this work focuses on the overview of the interfacial behaviors between lithium ion (Li-ion) conductors and cathode/anode materials. The origin, evolution and potential solutions to reduce these interfacial impedances are reviewed for various battery systems spanning from Li-ion, lithium sulfur (Li–S), lithium oxygen (Li–O₂) batteries to lithium metal protection.

1 Introduction

High ionic conductivity in solids is a very intriguing, yet relatively rare phenomenon that is extremely interesting for both fundamental mechanistic studies and practical applications. For energy storage and conversion technologies, examples can be found in the novel designs of electrochemical cells, sensors, intermediate temperature conversion of natural gas into the liquid form, etc. Compared with a liquid electrolyte, a high ionic conductivity solid-state electrolyte (SSE) has valuable attributes such as a greatly expanded electrochemical window and superior safety characteristics, both are critical for energy applications. The study of SSEs was intensely pursued in the 1980s with an exemplary case found...
After more than a decade of investment in fundamental research, Na-$\beta^\prime$-alumina, derived from the $\beta$-alumina, but having higher ionic conductivity, has been successfully commercialized as the electrolyte for sodium batteries operating at 300–350 °C and is readily adaptable for stationary applications.\textsuperscript{10–12} In recent years, all-solid-state high-energy Li-ion batteries (LIBs) have been intensively investigated because of their potential for vehicle electrification. Even though the traditional Li-ion batteries and battery management systems (BMS) are well designed and manufactured at an advanced technological level for electrical vehicles (EVs), the thermal runaway of the batteries in EVs remains to be a challenge. This is mainly due to the nature of highly flammable liquid electrolytes under abuse conditions.\textsuperscript{14} Therefore, all-solid-state Li-ion batteries (ASSLIBs) have regained the position of paramount research interest in a hope to overcome the safety issues generic in traditional non-aqueous LIBs.\textsuperscript{15} In addition, the use of Li$^+$ conductive solid electrolytes opens the door for lithium metal in the battery system, which could increase both gravimetric and volumetric energy densities in the solid state cells. The bipolar electrodes can be adopted in a single battery package to further reduce the parasitic weight and dead spaces, which allows the energy density of ASSLIBs to approach and even go beyond those of state-of-the-art LIB technologies.\textsuperscript{16,17}

Li-ion conductors, in general, are poor electronic conductors with the exception of Li,N.\textsuperscript{7} In an ASSLIB, during the charge process, Li-ions come out of the lattice structure of the cathode, pass through the cathode/SSE interfaces, enter the SSE structure (crystalline or amorphous), and SSE-made separator, then move across the SSE/anode interfaces and finally deposit onto the anode if Li metal is used (Fig. 1). The flow direction of Li-ions during the discharge process is simply reversed. For a kinetically efficient Li$^+$ diffusion process to occur throughout the system, the limiting steps need to be
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ion conductors were reported. Fig. 2 illustrates the development history of Li-ion conductors. In 1967, Iyer et al. confirmed the perovskite structure of Ln1/3NbO3 (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, Nd),24 followed by the report of ionic conductivity and conduction mechanism of Li-ion in Li1.57Ni0.43TiO3 (Ln = La, Nd).25 Inaguma et al. showed that the bulk ionic conductivity of perovskite-type Li1/2La1/2TiO3 exceeded 10⁻³ S cm⁻¹ at room temperature.26 In 1969, the first Li⁺ containing garnet structure Li3M3LnO12 (M = W, Te) was studied by Kasper et al.27 A garnet-type Li1-La2Zr2O12 with a cubic structure was later revisited in 2007 and a high ionic conductivity of 3.7 × 10⁻⁴ S cm⁻¹ at room temperature was demonstrated.28 By partial hypervalent substitution of Zr with Ta, Nb, Te, etc., high ionic conductivities exceeding 10⁻³ S cm⁻¹ were achieved at room temperature in 2013.29 A NASICON-type conductor was discovered by Goodenough et al. in 1976, who described the fast sodium ion conductive behavior in NASICON-type compounds, Na1+yZr2SiP3-xO12 (0 ≤ x ≤ 3),30 inspiring the investigation of Li-ion conductivity in NASICON-like structures. For example, Subramanian et al. reported a NaSiO4-12PO43 with an ionic conductivity of 2 × 10⁻⁶ S cm⁻¹ at room temperature.31 Aono et al. demonstrated that the ionic conductivity of Li1.83(PO4)3 can be further improved by partially replacing the Ti³⁺ with Al³⁺ and Sc³⁺.32 The substituted compounds Li1.33Al0.33Ti1.7(PO4)3 exhibited a maximum conductivity of 7 × 10⁻⁴ S cm⁻¹ at 298 K (ref. 32) and it was further improved to 1.12 × 10⁻³ S cm⁻¹ by using spark plasma sintering to decrease the grain boundary resistance.33,34 In 1992, scientists in Oak Ridge National Laboratory developed a novel amorphous solid electrolyte, lithium phosphorous oxynitride (LiPON), by a sputtering method for thin film batteries. The typical composition of LiPON is Li3.3PO3.9N0.17 with a low ionic conductivity of 2 × 10⁻⁶ S cm⁻¹ at 25 °C.35 Because of the low ionic conductivity of LiPON at room temperature, it is mainly used in thin-film batteries. In 1991, Mercier et al. reported superionic conduction in a sulfide glass, Li3S–P2S5–LiI. With a 45 mol% LiI in the sulfide glass, the ionic conductivity reached 10⁻⁸ S cm⁻¹.36 In 2000, a new crystalline material family, lithium superionic conductor (thio-LISICON), was found in the Li2S–GeS2–P2S5 system by Kanno et al.37 The solid solution member with x = 0.75 in Li4-xGe1-xP1-xS4 showed the highest conductivity of 2.2 × 10⁻³ S cm⁻¹ at 25 °C. More recently, the same group reported a novel superionic conductor, Li10GeP2S12, exhibiting a very high lithium ionic conductivity of 12 mS cm⁻¹ at room temperature38 which was further improved to 14.2 mS cm⁻¹ by increasing the lithium concentration in Li10GeP2S12.39 The latest work marked the first time that the ionic conductivity of solid electrolytes exceeds those of liquid electrolytes, suggesting attractive applications for ASSLIBs. Seino et al. reported a heat-treated 70Li2S–30P2S5 glass-ceramic conductor with an extremely high ionic conductivity of 17 mS cm⁻¹ at room temperature, mainly due to the reduced grain boundary resistance and the influence of voids.40 In 2016, Kato et al. broke the record and reported the highest lithium ionic conductivity of 25 mS cm⁻¹ found in Li5.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3, a very promising SSE for energy storage devices.16

2 Brief development history of Li-ion conductors

The first identification of the Li-ion conductor can be traced back to the 1950s42 when Masdupuy et al. reported the ionic conductivity of lithium nitride (Li₃N). After that, a few more Li-
Attainable specific gravimetric and volumetric energy density of all solid state lithium ion batteries

ASSLIBs are one of the ultimate solutions to resolve the intrinsic shortcomings faced in current commercial LIBs using liquid electrolytes (e.g. flammability, low lithium transport number, complex reactions at the solid/liquid interfaces, and thermal instability), owing to their attractive attributes, such as excellent safety, much improved specific and volumetric energy densities, ability to achieve both high energy and power densities, etc. Elaborate design of an all-solid-state battery (SSE-separator thickness, SSE ratio in the cathode, anode excess amount, Li

Fig. 2  Historical development of solid state inorganic electrolytes for LIBs.
metal protection, etc.), however, is needed to achieve improved energy densities, to compete with commercial LIBs. In the following part we will numerically analyze how these design parameters influence the attainable cell-level energy densities of an all-solid-state Li-ion battery, and to what extent the improvement in energy densities can be attained with the optimized parameters. The gravimetric ($E_g$) and volumetric ($E_V$) energy densities for conventional LIBs and ASSLIBs can be estimated based on the Faradaic theory, and the equations are

\[
E_g = \frac{C_m m_i V_A}{\sum w_i}
\]

and

\[
E_V = \frac{C_m m_i V_A}{\sum w_i / \rho_i}
\]

where $C_m$, $m_i$, $V_A$, $w_i$, and $\rho_i$ are the active material capacity (mA h g$^{-1}$), active material loading (g cm$^{-2}$), average operating voltage ($V$), weight of individual cell components (g cm$^{-2}$), and density of individual cell components (g cm$^{-3}$), respectively. The calculations here only compare the cell-level energy densities, without the transport pack assemblies (such as packaging or the current tabs) which should be similar for LIBs and ASSLIBs. Kinetic or transport limitations are not considered in the calculations, and we simply assume a 100% utilization of the active materials and a constant average cell operating voltage. A 20% excessive capacity in Li-metal and graphite anodes is used. It is worth mentioning that, for most of the cathode materials in the discharged state (containing Li$^+$), Li metal anode is still incorporated in ASSLIBs, which can act as an epitaxial substrate for Li deposition (charging), improve the interfacial contact, and ensure a full utilization of cathode capacity due to the low coulombic efficiency of the Li metal anode. Meanwhile, the incorporation of the Li metal anode has a minor effect on the total energy densities of the ASSLIB (≤5%) due to its high capacity. The active material used in the calculations is NCA (LiNi$_{0.7}$Co$_{0.15}$Al$_{0.15}$O$_2$) with a capacity of 200 mA h g$^{-1}$ and an average voltage of 3.6 V vs. Li$^+$/Li. The current collectors used for the cathode and anode are 10 μm Al foil and 5 μm Cu foil, respectively. We can reduce the Al foil thickness by 50% and remove the anode current collector in ASSLIBs to further improve the energy densities, as will be discussed below. The details about the components of LIBs and ASSLIBs are listed in Table 1 below.

For the LIB with a liquid electrolyte, we consider that the electrolyte completely fills all porosities in the cathode (40%), anode (30%), and separator (50%), and no additional volume is assumed for the liquid electrolyte. The NCA loading in the cathode (NCA/CB (carbon black)/binder = 95/2/3 in mass ratio) is ~15 mg cm$^{-2}$ and the cathode thickness is ~60 μm. The anode contains 95 wt% graphite and 5 wt% binder. The calculated LIB cell attains the specific gravimetric and volumetric energy densities of ~264 W h kg$^{-1}$ and 640 W h L$^{-1}$, respectively, both comparable to previously reported values.\textsuperscript{41,42} For the ASSLIB, the separator and liquid electrolyte in the LIB are substituted by a SSE layer, and the graphite anode is substituted by Li-metal. We assume 15 wt% SSE (for a garnet, and this value varied with SSE with different densities to maintain the active material loading and cathode thickness) and 5 wt% CB in the cathode to provide good ionic and electronic conduction, and also 10% porosity in the cathode and anode to account for practical reality, respectively. Three typical SSEs, cubic garnet Li$_{1-x}$La$_x$Zr$_2$O$_7$ (LLZO, cubic phase, $\rho \sim 5$ g cm$^{-3}$), Li$_{1-x}$Al$_x$Ti$_2$O$_7$ (PO$_4$) (LATP, $\rho \sim 3$ g cm$^{-3}$), and Li$_{10}$GeP$_2$S$_{12}$ (LGPS, $\rho \sim 2$ g cm$^{-3}$), are used to evaluate the effects of SSE separator thickness and mass density on cell energy densities. A schematic of an ASSLIB cell is shown in Fig. 3a. Here we use 5 μm Cu foil (anode) and 10 mm Al foil (cathode) as current collectors.

As shown in Fig. 3b, for a constant active material loading of 19.5 mg cm$^{-2}$ and a cathode thickness of 60 μm, to achieve improved energy densities, the thickness of the SSE separator in ASSLIB must be less than a critical value, which can be called the break-even thickness (BET). For instance, the BET for $E_g$ of LLZO, LATP, and LGPS are ~41 μm, ~74 μm, and ~115 μm, respectively. It is obvious that the SSE with a smaller mass density shows a larger BET and is practically easier to achieve a high $E_g$. To obtain better $E_V$, a SSE separator less than 120 μm in thickness is necessary. Due to the assumption of the same active material loading and cathode thickness, the BETs of $E_V$ for different SSEs (in mass density) are the same. Without considering the kinetic issues (ionic conductivity, space charge layer, etc.) and chemical compatibility (inter-diffusion and chemical reactions) between the SSE and electrode materials, using a SSE with a smaller mass density, such as Li$_{10}$S$_{2}$-P$_2$S$_{12}$ glass or LGPS, it is easier to achieve higher energy densities and thus is more attractive for ASSLIBs. For instance, to achieve a 50% improvement in $E_g$ for the 60 μm thick cathode (~19.5 mg cm$^{-2}$ loading), a thickness of ~5 μm is needed for LLZO which is

---

**Table 1:** Parameters used for the calculations of energy densities of LIBs and ASSLIBs (based on a garnet solid electrolyte with a mass density of ~5 g cm$^{-3}$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cathode</th>
<th>Anode (20% excess)</th>
<th>Separator and electrolyte</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NCA</td>
<td>CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIB</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSLIB</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (g cm$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porosity</td>
<td>40% for LIB</td>
<td>30% for LIB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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technically very challenging, but for LGPS this value increases to ~24 μm, which is technically more feasible. In addition, the BET is found to be a linear function of the active material loading and thus the cathode thickness (also cell capacity), as shown in Fig. 3c. This is mainly due to the required simultaneous increase in the thickness of the anode, which increases the volume and thickness difference between Li metal and graphite anodes, and thus extends the thickness limitation on SSE. For example, an active material loading of 10 mg cm⁻² needs a BET of ~16 μm while 50 mg cm⁻² loading increases the BET to 135 μm for LLZO. The lighter LGPS shows a much higher BET of Eb as compared with LLZO, especially at high active material loadings.

Excessive amount of Li has a very little effect on Eb and a modest influence on Ev, and thus the excess amount of Li anode is not optimized in the simulation. Compared with the BET of Eb, the BET of Ev shows relatively smaller variations, mainly due to the small porosity in ASSLIBs and utilization of high energy density Li metal.

Take LLZO as an example which shows a decently high Li-ionic conductivity and excellent stability in contact with Li metal. Fig. 3d and (e) show the specific and volumetric energy densities as functions of active material loading of cells with different SSE layer thicknesses. Eb increases gradually with increasing active material loading, but reaches an asymptotic limit at a given SSE separator thickness. It is obvious that using the cell with a thinner SSE separator it is easy to achieve superior energy densities compared to LIBs with liquid electrolytes. As shown in Fig. 3d, a LLZO separator thicker than 150 μm hardly achieves an improved Eb. Meanwhile, it is relatively easy to obtain an improved volumetric energy density for ASSLIBs vs. LIBs. This is also due to the high energy density of Li metal vs. graphite, and much smaller porosities in electrodes and separators in ASSLIBs. For a 100 μm thick SSE separator, loading of 17 mg cm⁻² or more active material could achieve a superior Ev, and this amount of active material is comparable to commercial LIBs. Considering both Eb and Ev, fabrication of a dense and highly conductive SSE separator with a thickness of less than 50 μm is desirable, although it is technically very challenging.

For packed ASSLIBs, the anode current collector (5 μm Cu foil) can be removed by employing Li metal as both the anode and the current collector, and the usage of the cathode current collector (10 μm Al foil) can be reduced by 50%, as shown in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3f shows the comparison of energy densities for ASSLIBs with the same current collectors as LIBs (5 μm Cu and 10 μm Al foils) and modified current collectors [no Cu and 5 μm Al foil] as a function of the active material loading. The SSE separator is a 20 μm thick LLZO. The deduction in the usage of current collectors can modestly improve the attainable energy densities. The improvement percentage decreases from ~46% to 7% for Eb, and from 34% to 4% for Ev with increasing active material loading from 1 to 50 mg cm⁻².

The above numerical analysis provides some fundamental guidance for designing ASSLIBs, which are still in their infancy and need significant efforts to tackle the scientific and technical challenges. Besides the aforementioned factors, the amount of SSE in a composite cathode is another factor needed to be considered. For most of the reported ASSLIBs, the SSE loading in the cathode is usually more than 30 wt% to ensure the ionic conduction and good structural compatibility with the SSE separator. A large SSE loading will definitely decrease the energy densities and put more restricted limitations on the thickness of the SSE separator and active materials loading (thickness of the cathode), which thus place more challenges in cell fabrication and operations at high current densities.

Another critical issue in ASSLIBs is the mechanical properties of solid electrolyte separators [such as the elastic modulus and densification behavior], both in the fabrication and operation of ASSLIBs. The sulfide SSEs with good ductility are easily integrated into the bulk batteries by cold pressing, whereas the
ceramic nature (stiffness and brittleness) of oxide SSEs, such as LLTO, LLZO, LATP, etc., poses a critical restriction for the fabrication of bulk-type ASSLIBs. A sintering process at elevated temperatures, rather than cold pressing, is generally necessary but will generate unwanted interfacial layers, resulting in a large interfacial resistance and failure of bulk-type ASSLIBs. In this respect, sulfide SSEs with higher ionic conductivity and better ductility are more favorable than the oxides.43,44

Moreover, another critical consideration for large-scale applications of ASSLIBs is the cost, including materials and fabrication costs. As suggested by McClosky,41 a cost of 10 S per m² is imperative for a SSE separator to compete with conventional LIBs, and this is an extremely aggressive cost goal for inorganic Li-ion conductors, particularly when combined with the likely high processing costs. However, the advantages of high energy densities and excellent safety provided by ASSLIBs may find applications where high costs can be tolerated.

4 Interfacial behaviours of Li⁺ conductors in various battery systems

In general, ideal Li-ion conductors used in any battery system should have the attributes of (1) high ionic conductivity enabling the solid-state batteries to work at high rates and wide temperature range, (2) good electrochemical compatibility with a high energy density cathode (e.g., NCM, NCA) and anode (Li metal), (3) low interfacial resistance and stable interfacial performance between SSE/electrode materials and SSE/SSE interfaces, (4) minimal inter-diffusion and side reactions between the electrodes and SSE. Other requirements include good mechanical strength and cost-effective synthesis and integration approaches. Most of the reported work on SSE has been focusing on increasing the bulk conductivity, although the interface impedance is more challenging in most applications. For example, Table 2 uses data from ref. 18 which compare the ion conductivity, band gap, and maximum SSE thickness for four most popular SSEs, one of which shows ionic conductivity greater than 1 mS cm⁻¹ for Li-ions at room temperature.45 The SSE thickness cannot exceed a few tens of microns if the energy density of ASSLIBs is targeted to compete with or outperform that of liquid LIBs, as suggested in the analyses above and Table 2. Meanwhile, it is interesting to note a recent breakthrough in lithium superionic conductors with an exceptionally high conductivity of 25 mS cm⁻¹ for Li₉.₃ₓSi₇.₄ₓP₄₄ₓSi₁₁.₃ₓCl₀.₃₋ₓ.46 An extremely high power Li₅Ti₃O₁₂/SSE/LiCoO₂ battery has been demonstrated by using a 240 µm thick electrolyte membrane. Although the authors did not provide detailed information on addressing the interfacial impedance issues of the cell containing such a thick SSE separator, the results are very encouraging for the commercialization of all-solid-state Li-ion batteries. Instead of covering all kinds of SSEs, in the following part we select a few representative SSEs and discuss their interfacial behaviors in different battery systems. Emphasis will be placed on the origin of interfacial impedance, interactions between SSE and electrode materials during repeated cycling, and the failure mechanism of interfacial conductivity.

4.1 SSE/electrode interfaces in Li-ion batteries

The interfacial phenomena that impede the Li-ion conduction mainly include lattice mismatch, space charge regions, formation of interphases, and the “compatibility” of lithium metal with the SSE surface.47 Although these interfaces play dominant roles in deteriorating the power capabilities of ASSLIBs, they have attracted less attention as compared to the reported studies on improving bulk ionic conductivity in SSEs. The crystal structure lattice mismatch,47 the existence of an Li⁺ deficient space charge layer in SSE,49 and the formation of interphases48 are the main origins of high impedances at the SSE/cathode interfaces, which hence also contribute significantly to the impedance of the whole cell48 and will be discussed in detail as follows. The “compatibility” of lithium metal with the SSE surface will be separately discussed later in this review.

Lattice mismatch. Lattice mismatch refers to the mismatch between SSE grain boundaries and the mismatch between the cathode material and SSE. Chi et al. directly observed the significant structural and chemical deviation at the grain boundaries of the superionic conductor (Li₁₋ₓLaₓ/₃₋ₓTiO₃ (LLTO) by conducting atomic-resolution Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy/Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (STEM/EELS) analysis (Fig. 4).48

In order to compensate for the random orientation of adjacent grains, the structural and chemical deviation is unavoidable on the boundaries, which is not energetically favorable for Li⁺ transport, giving rise to the high “grain-boundary” resistance. Meanwhile, the compatibility between the SSE and cathode material also critically influences the interfacial resistance. The volume changes in an oxide cathode such as LiCoO₂ releases the stress at the interface between amorphous-LiCoO₂ and the Li₂O-Al₂O₃-P₂O₅–TiO₂-based glass-ceramic solid electrolyte (LATP-GC electrolyte) and causes large Co–O bond changes. Inactive Co₃O₄ (for the charge transfer reaction) was found at the interface, decreasing the number of interfacial active sites for charge transfer and increasing the interfacial impedance. The addition of a buffer layer such as Nb₂O₅ in
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Table 2: Measured Li-ion conductivities, σ₁₋ₓ, band gaps, ΔE₉, and maximum SSE thickness, dₑₑₑ, and d₁₋ₓₑₑ for four SSEs. * Reprinted from ref. 18 with permission. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. * The LiPON, LGPS, and Li₃CIO ΔE₉ were estimated from DFT calculations using the HSE06 or related functional, and the c-LZIO ΔE₉ was obtained from optical experiments. dₑₑ is the break-even thickness for a Li₉SSE/C battery to reach parity in specific energy with a conventional liquid Li-ion cell appropriate for a vehicle battery, and the likely high processing costs. However, the advantages of high energy densities and excellent safety provided by ASSLIBs may find applications where high costs can be tolerated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSE</th>
<th>σ₁₋ₓ (S cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>ΔE₉ (eV)</th>
<th>dₑₑ (nm)</th>
<th>d₁₋ₓₑₑ (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LiPON</td>
<td>2 × 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>~6</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-LZIO</td>
<td>(2–3) × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>~5.1</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGPS</td>
<td>1.2 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>~80</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li₃CIO</td>
<td>8.5 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>~80</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
between converts Co$_3$O$_4$ into LiNbO$_3$ and LiCoO$_2$ and restricts the abrupt changes in the Co–O bond at the interface during delithiation.\textsuperscript{31}

During cycling, the lithiation-induced volume change is also expected to induce lattice mismatch between the electrode and electrolyte. The ionic mass transfer in and out of the anode and cathode materials during charge/discharge results in volume changes in the electrodes that can rapidly disrupt the mechanical integrity of both the electrode structure and the electrode–electrolyte interfaces. For most of the commercialized intercalation electrode materials, relatively small volume changes <10\% can be observed during lithiation, such as \textasciitilde{}6–10\% for graphite,\textsuperscript{32} \textasciitilde{}3\% for LiCoO$_2$, \textasciitilde{}6.6\% for LiFePO$_4$,\textsuperscript{33} 6.5\% for spinel LiMn$_2$O$_4$, and \textasciitilde{}2–6\% for NMC (depending on Ni content).\textsuperscript{34} These relatively small volume changes (<10\%), however, can be mitigated to a large extent by refining the grains, controlling the porosity, adding ductile components, modifying the cell structure, etc. So for the intercalation electrode materials, the lithiation-induced volume expansion can be well controlled to ensure good cycling stability, as shown in many recent studies.\textsuperscript{30,14,55} It is also noted that SSEs with small elastic moduli, such as sulfides, can effectively accommodate the volume changes by elastic deformation during the lithiation/delithiation processes. Furthermore, the ductile Li anode can also act as the current collector and Li deposition substrate during charging. To ensure intimate contact of Li/SSEs during the long time cycling of the cell, external pressure is usually needed, which will sacrifice the energy density and increase the cost. A framework structure for the Li metal anode may be another option to host the Li-deposition, and thus maintain the cell structure and intimate contacts. To fully understand and mitigate the volume changes of ASSLIBs during charging/discharging, \textit{in situ} experimental techniques and theoretical modeling need to be developed.

\textbf{Space charge regions.} If a sulfide-based electrolyte is used, the lattice mismatch should not be a significant problem because the sulfide is soft and easily builds the interface connection.\textsuperscript{15} However, large interfacial resistance was still observed, although sulfide-type SSEs have been reported to have comparable ionic conductivity with those of liquid organic electrolytes.\textsuperscript{15,46} An interposed buffer layer is usually required to reduce the cathode/SSE impedance.\textsuperscript{10,49,56–58} This universal phenomenon has been explained by using the space charge layer mechanism.\textsuperscript{59,60} A space charge layer forms in the sulfide side with reduced Li-ion concentration which may decrease the Li-ion conductivity. Simulations revealed that preferred Li adsorption at the oxygen bridge sites of the oxide, e.g., CoO$_2$, and on the Li layer may be the origin of the deformed interface or space charge layers. The subsurface Li in the sulfide electrolyte side may move under the electrical field at the interfaces, suggesting that a space charge layer immediately grows at the beginning of charging. Therefore, the observed interfacial resistance was always high.\textsuperscript{45} During the charge process, Li-ions are extracted from LiCoO$_2$, and the Li rich region on LiCoO$_2$ disappears which further stimulates the growth of space charge layers. The interposition of LiNbO$_3$ forms smooth interfaces without Li adsorption sites on both oxide cathode/LiNbO$_3$ and sulfide/LiNbO$_3$ interfaces. LiNbO$_3$ suppresses the growth of the space charge layer, while providing alternative diffusion paths for Li-ions.\textsuperscript{57} Fig. 5 compares the Li-ion concentration at the initial stage of charging at the interfaces with and without LiNbO$_3$ buffer layers by DFT calculations.\textsuperscript{47} Note that the space charge layers clearly depend on the applied voltage in DFT calculations and this applied voltage needs to be carefully calibrated to simulate interfaces at the electrochemical equilibrium state. Furthermore, a recent theoretical study highlights the difference between the actual voltage of the cell and that governing the Li ion transport at the interfaces, demonstrating the complications and subtle interplays between the electrons and the ions. This work also begs for detailed studies on the electron–ion interactions at the interfaces, before one could fully control and optimize the interfacial properties in ASSLIBs.\textsuperscript{61}
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**Equilibrium (Atomic structure)**

![Equilibrium structure](image)

**Initial Stage of Charging (Li ion concentration)**

![Initial charging structure](image)
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\begin{multicols}{2}

Fig. 4 (a) High Angle Annular Dark Field/Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (HAADF-STEM) image of a grain boundary (GB) exhibiting both dark- and normal-contrast regions, labelled as Type I and Type II, respectively. Within the grains, a row of atomic columns for a La-poor layer and one for a La-rich layer are indicated by green and red arrows on the left hand side of the image, respectively. The planes of the alternating La-rich/La-poor layers (arbitrarily designated as (001) planes in the image) of different regions in the grain are marked to highlight the existence of nanodomains. (b) Further magnified Type I GB feature. (c) Further magnified Type II GB feature. (d) Schematic of the atomic configuration of the Type I GB based on the HAADF-STEM images and EELS analysis, along with an illustration of the Li site distribution across the Type I GB.\textsuperscript{48} Reprinted from ref. 48 with permission. Copyright 2015 Energy & Environmental Science.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of Li-ion concentration at the LiCoO$_2$ (LCO)/Li$_3$PS$_4$ (LPS) interfaces without (left) and with (right) the LiNbO$_3$ (LNO) buffer layer.\textsuperscript{47} Reprinted from ref. 47 with permission. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
interdiffusion layers. The chemical stability of both oxide cathode and solid electrolyte also affects the interfacial properties between them. For example, at the LiCoO$_2$/Li$_2$S-P$_2$S$_5$ interface, Co diffusion from LiCoO$_2$ to the sulfide side was observed, while S and P elements may also migrate to the LiCoO$_2$ side (Fig. 6a and b). Again, buffer layers such as Li$_2$SiO$_3$ coating on LiCoO$_2$ effectively suppress the inter-diffusion of Co, P, and S at the electrode/electrolyte interface which improves the electrochemical performances of ASSLIBs. Similarly, at the interface of LiCoO$_2$ thin film/garnet-structured Li$_2$La$_2$Zr$_2$O$_{12}$, an inter-diffusion layer was also captured (Fig. 6c and d). Some spots of this interface layer were also found to correspond to the crystal structure of La$_2$CoO$_4$, which impedes the Li$^+$ diffusion. Changing the annealing temperature and the composition of the garnet-type oxide could remove this intermediate layer (Fig. 6) at the LCO/LLOZ interface and enhance the chemical and structural stability of the interface during cycling, which leads to very fast Li$^+$ transport and thus high power Li-ion batteries. Another common approach used to modify the interface is the addition of a buffer layer (similar to that used to suppress the space charge layer). From energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), there is no significant inter-diffusion layer found in between the LiNbO$_3$-modified LiCoO$_2$/Li$_2$P$_3$S$_11$ interface. The LiNbO$_3$ buffer layer functions as a passivation layer to prevent the crossover of Co, S, and P elements through the interface, which is illustrated in Fig. 7. In addition, the surface properties of the original SSE are also sensitive to the ambient conditions and may induce a foreign phase on the SSE, which will affect the Li conduction. Doeff et al. reported that exposure of LLZO (Al-substituted Li$_2$La$_2$Zr$_2$O$_{12}$) to the air leads to the formation of a Li$_2$CO$_3$ layer on the LLZO surface, which could also contribute to the interfacial resistance. Surface polishing on LLZO removed Li$_2$CO$_3$ and led to the substantial decrease of interfacial impedance.

4.2 Interfacial challenges in all-solid-state Li-S batteries

Li-S batteries have been considered as one of the most promising next-generation battery technologies with a potential of possessing energy densities at least twice those of state-of-the-art Li-ion batteries. However, the intermediate reaction products polysulfides, especially the long-chain ones, easily dissolve in the liquid electrolyte causing “shuttle reactions” and “contaminations” everywhere in the cell. The end result is fast capacity degradation, low columbic efficiency, severe self-discharge, etc. SSE has been proposed to prevent sulfur dissolution.

Tatsumisago et al. firstly reported the use of a sulfide-based SSE (80Li$_2$S-20P$_2$S$_5$ glass-ceramic obtained by mechanical milling) for solid state Li-S batteries. At room temperature, good electrochemical performances have been demonstrated. It has been noted that Cu is milled with S during the preparation process of the cathode. CuS is produced after milling which is also electrochemically active. A capacity of 650 mA h g$^{-1}$ (based on the total weight of S and Cu) was delivered at a low current density of 0.064 mA cm$^{-2}$ with a discharge cutoff voltage.
at 0.3 V. Fine powders prepared by mechanical milling were believed to form intimate contact between the SSE and S/Cu cathode and the feasibility of building rechargeable all-solid-state Li–S batteries was demonstrated. A thio-LISICON (Li$_3$S$_{7.25}$GeO$_{0.25}$P$_{0.75}$S$_4$) electrolyte was also reported for solid state batteries. Without the incorporation of Cu in the cathode mixtures, a very low capacity of only 120 mA h g$^{-1}$ was observed. However, when the authors switched from mechanical milling to gas-phase mixing, the initial discharge capacity was improved to 590 mA h g$^{-1}$.

The gas-phase mixing process was able to fabricate nanosized particles and enhance the contact between sulfur and the conducting carbon matrix, which plays a key role in the high performance of as-prepared solid sulfur batteries. The AC impedance spectroscopy indicated a low resistivity for the composite electrode fabricated by gas/solid mixing. More recently, a glass-type 75Li$_2$S–25P$_2$S$_5$ (stoichiometric Li$_3$PS$_4$) electrolyte has been applied to develop high performance Li–S batteries. High columbic efficiency of 99% was demonstrated with an initial capacity as high as 1600 mA h g$^{-1}$.\textsuperscript{79}

Li$_2$S has also been directly employed as the cathode to diversify the cathode selection for solid state batteries. Cu was found again to help the activation of highly insulating Li$_2$S when added during the mixing process. An amorphous Li$_2$CuS domain during the milling process was probably formed, which improves the initial discharge capacity of Li$_2$S to ~490 mA h g$^{-1}$ during the first cycle. However, an inactive CuS domain was also identified during the charge-discharge cycles, which is one of the reasons for capacity losses.\textsuperscript{79} The particle sizes of Li$_2$S as well as the favorable contacts among electrode components were revealed to be critical to achieve a high reversible capacity. Unlike LiCoO$_2$ or other intercalation cathodes, Li$_2$S (or S) is highly insulating therefore an increased amount of carbon additive is necessary to improve the utilization rate of sulfur. The interface in the sulfur cathode for all-solid-state batteries needs to favor intimate contacts of Li$_2$S, carbon and SSE particles. A careful milling process enhances the close contact at the Li$_2$S–acetylene black (AB)–SSE “triple junction” before and after cycling (Fig. 8a–d). Therefore, not only a high initial capacity of ~700 mA h g$^{-1}$ was achieved from mechanically mixed Li$_2$S/AB/SSE, the cycling stability and coulombic efficiency are both decent for a solid state battery at room temperature. Lin et al. fabricated core–shell structured Li$_2$S nanoparticles with Li$_2$S as the core and Li$_3$PS$_4$ as the shell, functioning as the lithium superionic sulfide (LSS) cathode for lithium–sulfur batteries. Li$_3$PS$_4$ was found to improve the ionic conductivity of Li$_2$S to 10$^{-7}$ S cm$^{-1}$ at 25 °C, which is 6 orders of magnitude higher than that of bulk Li$_2$S (10$^{-11}$ S cm$^{-1}$). With good contact to the solid electrolyte, the LSS cathode in the all-solid-state Li–S battery shows an initial discharge capacity of 1216 mA h g$^{-1}$ (based on the sulfur content) at 60 °C, which accounts for a 73% utilization of Li$_2$S, and still maintains a 70% capacity after 100 cycles (Fig. 9a).\textsuperscript{81} Reaction of sulfur with Li$_3$PS$_4$ yields Li$_3$PS$_{4-n}$ and sulfur is directly connected to the solid electrolyte. This further helps sulfur to maintain good contact with the solid electrolyte (Fig. 9b). The Li$_3$PS$_{4-n}$ ($n=5$) cathode in an all-solid-state Li–S battery maintains the capacity at 700 mA h g$^{-1}$ (based on the sulfur content) after 300 cycles at room temperature and
even better cycling performance was observed at 60 °C with a capacity of 1200 mA h g⁻¹ after 300 cycles.⁸²

Unlike intercalation compounds, S undergoes a conversion reaction which means the volume change is large. Assuming a complete conversion from S (2.03 g cm⁻³) to Li₂S (1.67 g cm⁻³) during the electrochemical processes, the volume expansion is as high as 80%.⁸³ How to maintain the original good contact between S (Li₂S), SSE, and carbon through the entire cycling is quite challenging since the repeated expansion and shrinkage of polysulfide will definitely reduce the intimate contacts among S, SSE, and carbon and form voids, which will quickly increase the interfacial impedances of the cell.

4.3 SSE in Li₂O₂ batteries

Different from Li-ion batteries which operate in a closed system, Li₂O₂ batteries take advantage of O₂ in the environment as the cathode materials. O₂ is absorbed into the electrode, usually a carbon substrate, during discharge, gets reduced by accepting electrons, and simultaneously combines with Li⁺ depositing Li₂O₂ on the carbon electrode.⁴⁴ Because Li₂O₂ is insulating and insoluble in non-aqueous electrolytes, the carbon electrode easily becomes clogged, which terminates the electrochemical reactions especially at high current densities.⁸⁵ On the other hand, if O₂ is reduced in an aqueous electrolyte such as KOH, the discharge product is LiOH which has a high solubility of up to 5 M.⁸⁶ However, Li metal is incompatible with water. The combination of O₂ reduction in an aqueous electrolyte and use of a metallic Li anode is realized by using a lithium super-ionic conductor glass film (LISICON, Li₁₊ₓAlₓTi₂₋ₓSiₓPₓ₋ₓO₁₂).⁸⁰,⁸⁷ Fig. 10 shows a typical structure of aqueous Li₂O₂ batteries in which the LISICON membrane is used to separate reactive lithium metal from the aqueous electrolyte.

Compared with non-aqueous Li₂O₂ batteries, both discharge capacity and rate capability of aqueous cells have been improved due to the ease of LiOH dissolution in the aqueous electrolyte. However, the power of aqueous batteries is largely determined by the LISICON film where Li-ion transport through this membrane is slow. Li-ion transport through the LISICON membrane now becomes the limiting step at high current densities.⁸⁴ Because Li₁₋ₓAlₓTi₂₋ₓSiₓPₓ₋ₓO₁₂ (LATP) reacts with lithium metal, a traditional separator such as a Celgard has to be added between Li and LATP.⁹⁰ The EC-based electrolyte is further adsorbed by the Celgard to wet the surface of both LATP and Li metal in order to reduce the interfacial resistances. After repeated cycling, the organic electrolytes will be depleted, which is a common phenomenon in rechargeable lithium metal batteries.⁹⁸ From the long-term storage and cycling point of view, LATP is not stable in alkaline solution.⁹⁹ Fig. 11 indicates that LATP glass is easily corroded when immersed in an alkaline electrolyte for only 10 h (Fig. 11a and b), while it is relatively more stable in a neutral LiCl electrolyte (Fig. 11c). An acidic aqueous electrolyte has less corrosion issue. However, either a neutral or an acidic electrolyte will inevitably change into an alkaline solution during cycling. Therefore, more efforts need to be devoted to increase the stability of LATP in aqueous electrolytes.

4.4 SSE in Li metal protection

While the highest impedance exists at the SSE/cathode interface, the interfacial behavior at the SSE/Li interface also critically influences the performance of the whole cell.⁹² Specifically, the interfacial behavior at the SSE/Li interface includes (1) the stability of the SSE against Li metal, (2) SSE/Li interfacial resistance, and (3) the ability of the SSE to prevent Li dendrite growth through the entire solid electrolyte. This interfacial behavior directly dictates the lifespan, energy density, and safety of the all-solid-state batteries.

Garnet/Li interface. Compared with phosphate or sulfide-based SSES, garnet oxides demonstrate greatly improved stability against lithium metal.¹⁵,¹⁸,¹⁹ However, the interfacial resistance at the SSE/Li interface still exists, which affects the power density and long-term stable cycling of the cell. The origin of the interfacial resistance between Li and the garnet could be from the surface microstructure of LLZO contacting the Li anode, concentration of surface grain boundaries, and impurities in the garnet. Sintering with an appropriate amount of Al₂O₃ (ref. 95) or careful engineering of the LLZO surface effects needed to densify the ceramic electrolyte and close the pores/voids on the LLZO surface effectively reduces the interfacial resistance at the LLZO/Li interface. However, during polarization, even for the high density LLZO pellet sintered at high temperatures, a “short circuit” phenomenon in Li/LLZO/Li solid cells was frequently observed once the current density was increased to 0.5 mA cm⁻².²⁄ Direct observation of a Li dendrite...
inside a garnet electrolyte has been recently uncovered (Fig. 12), questioning the effectiveness of solid electrolytes in preventing Li dendrite growth.

In fact, despite the use of polishing and other engineering processes, pores/voids and grain boundaries always exist on the LLZO surface, which provide penetration pathways for Li dendrites. Even at slightly elevated current densities ($\geq 0.5$ mA cm$^{-2}$), Li dendrites grow quickly along the grain boundaries and interconnected pores in the LLZO pellet and short the cell within a very short period of time during polarization (a few minutes to a few tens of minutes depending on the current density).92

**Sulfide-electrolyte/Li interface.** Benefiting from the high ionic conductivity of sulfide based SSEs, lower impedance with high tolerance on SSE membrane thickness for Li metal protection has been realized. Interestingly, many researchers use other anodes for solid state batteries with sulfide-based SSEs instead of the Li metal batteries, i.e., graphite,29 LTO,39 or indium.100,101 This is probably due to the high reactivity between Li metal and sulfide electrolytes containing high valence elements Ge and P. For crystalline thio-LISICON, Li$_{10}$GeP$_2$S$_{12}$, in situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has been used to track the interfacial reactions between the SSE and Li metal. It was revealed that the decomposition of Li$_{10}$GeP$_2$S$_{12}$ leads to the formation of interphases consisting of Li$_x$P, Li$_x$S, and a Li–Ge alloy, increasing the interfacial resistance (Fig. 13).102 Glass or glass-ceramic sulfide electrolytes, like xLi$_2$S–(100 − x)P$_2$S$_5$, are fundamentally more stable with Li metal.103 If a 80Li$_2$S–20P$_2$S$_5$ membrane is firstly covered by a very thin layer of Li film, followed by attaching standard Li metal electrodes on both sides (Fig. 14a), the interfacial resistance is decreased compared to the direct contact of Li electrodes with the SSE.104 The reversibility of lithium dissolution and deposition in rechargeable all-solid-state cells is therefore improved (Fig. 14b and c). Also, a thin film of indium, inserted between a lithium electrode and 80Li$_2$S–20P$_2$S$_5$ SSE layer, forms a lithium–indium alloy with a high lithium ion diffusion coefficient105 and maintains the intimate interfacial contact during cycling (Fig. 14d and e). Interestingly, if indium is deposited directly on the SSE layer by evaporation, the cell demonstrates better performances than those with indium deposited on Li metal (Fig. 14f). This is because when the In-coated SSE contacts Li, the alloying process occurs between surface In and Li anode which spontaneously “seals” the In/Li interface. Therefore, the resistances existing at the In/SSE and In/Li interfaces are both low. On the other hand, if In is directly coated on the Li metal surface, although In/Li still maintains a very good contact by forming alloys, there is no interaction between the In (coated on the Li surface) and SSE thus the impedance originating from In/SSE is high, leading to inferior electrochemical performances. By incorporating indium thin film, the Li/Li$_4$Ti$_5$O$_{12}$ cells can be charged and discharged for 120 cycles reversibly and work at a high current density of 1.3 mA cm$^{-2}$.106 It is suggested that
parallel efforts should be pursued to improve the interfacial contact between sulfide-based SSEs and Li metal as well as to address their chemical compatibility issues.

In addition, for a bulk type all-solid-state Li metal battery (1–3 mA h cm⁻²), the thickness of the deposited Li metal will range from 10 to 20 μm. When the battery is discharged, the deposited Li metal will be stripped and break the interface contact between Li metal and the solid electrolyte. Thus, additional pressure is needed to maintain this Li/SSE interface. Obviously, this external pressure source will add on the parasitic weight and decrease the energy density of the system.

5 Conclusions and perspectives

ASSLIBs would greatly alleviate the safety concern and simplify the pack management system, for example minimal thermal management is required. After several decades’ development of solid electrolytes, lithium ionic conductivity in solid electrolytes has been greatly improved, even exceeding that of liquid electrolytes in a few cases. However, the commercialization of all-solid-state lithium batteries may still have a long way to go due to a few critical issues.

5.1 Interfacial resistance

Intimate contact among the active material, carbon additive and solid electrolyte is necessary to facilitate smooth flow channels for both ions and electrons within the whole electrodes. Unlike liquid electrolytes, stiff inorganic solid electrolytes, especially the oxides, show limited deformability. How to create and maintain the intimate interfacial contacts throughout the electrodes before and after repeated cycling has to be addressed. Between the SSE membrane and the cathode, interfacial chemical reactions occur due to the formation of a space charge region, inter-diffusion layers, etc. While buffer layers help to reduce the interfacial impedance, the selection criteria for the buffer layers is still unclear, which calls for more investigation. Similarly, treatment between the SSE and Li anode is also helpful to reduce the interfacial impedance which is more related to improving the “wetting” of Li on the SSE surface. Depending on the specific applications, different SSEs can be selected, but all of the aforementioned concerns should be considered while designing an ASSLIB.

5.2 Energy density

Simply replacing the liquid electrolyte and polyolefin separator by a high density solid electrolyte does not guarantee improvement of the energy density of all-solid-state lithium batteries. A good combination of a high energy cathode, e.g., NCA or S, and a high capacity anode, such as Li metal or Si, is required along with the bipolar cell design. Whether the SSE can effectively prevent Li dendrite growth needs careful investigation with standard and relevant testing protocols.

5.3 Process & cost

For high energy density, the solid electrolyte layer as a separator should be less than 50 microns, and with this thickness, the solid electrolyte layer is very fragile and possesses defects. Therefore, how to efficiently fabricate thin solid electrolyte film with good mechanical strength, no defects, and good contacts with both the cathode and the anode is another big challenge for ASSLIBs. Also, the preparation of solid electrolytes typically necessitates high energy-consuming sintering processes or milling processes, increasing the overall cost for large scale production of solid electrolytes.

The non-deformable nature of inorganic solid electrolytes makes it challenging to achieve good interfacial contacts, defect-free thin film layers and develop a cost-effective process to integrate all solid components into large format cells. The incorporation of soft polymers into stiff solid electrolytes may help overcome these hurdles, which is worthy of more investigation in the future. Testing protocols in the literature need to be consistent with the goal to identify critical fundamental issues and guide researchers to work towards solving the key challenges.
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